Philosophy
Folia Life is a meeting place, where you can escape from the daily "folly" to immerse
yourself in nature, an element that distinguishes these environments. A natural
evasion that envelops you in the elements of the earth: the breeze of the panoramic
terrace, the crystal clear water of the infinity pool, the scents of old trees and the
unmistakable flavors of our chef's culinary bio-proposals. Make Folia Life your
favorite destination for a regenerating escape.

Immersed in the greenery of the centuries-old park, the outdoor swimming pool of
Castello Dal Pozzo Resort is a mirror of crystalline water, surrounded by a beautiful
garden, in a privileged position, which guarantees a fantastic intimacy and privacy.
A large sundeck that recalls the colors of wood frames the mirror of water, the
comfortable chaise-longues and the emotional waterfalls, make the ideal atmosphere
for pleasant days of tranquility in absolute quiet.

The Folia Bar is the quietest corner of the Resort: almost hidden, but full of glimpses
on the horizon of Lake Maggiore. When the heat becomes unbearable, Folia Bar
amplifies your sunny days and offers the relief of a drink served directly at the edge
of the pool, accompanied by some interesting bio-proposal of the Chef. The sounds of
nature keep you company while the barman conquers your senses with delicious
signature cocktails.

PRESS RELEASE
In 2019 Folia Life opens to the public. An oasis of peace, a place to pursue in which
to spend your time with health and well-being.
Folia Life, with its’ terraced pool and its’ contemporary bar, will allow you to make
the most of a sunny day. The sounds of nature will keep you company while the
barman will spoil you with delicious dishes and signature cocktails.
Our pool is an oasis of peace in which to relax, accompanied by a good book and the
desire to regenerate body and mind. This summer chill out, even if only for an
afternoon, and immerse yourself in the atmosphere of Folia. Leave your stress
behind, enjoy a dip in the pool, a mid-morning detox and a healthy light lunch.
Make Folia your favorite destination for an invigorating getaway.
Opening times: 10:00 - 18:00 everyday
Open to public
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